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Abstract
Let G = (V,E) be a graph modelling a building or road network in
which edges have-both travel times (lengths) and capacities associated
with them. An edge’s capacity is the number of people that can enter that
edge in a unit of time. In emergencies, people evacuate towards the exits.
If too many people try to evacuate through the same edge, congestion
builds up and slows down the evacuation.
Graphs with both lengths and capacities are known as Dynamic Flow
networks. An evacuation plan for G consists of a choice of exit locations
and a partition of the people at the vertices into groups, with each group
evacuating to the same exit. The evacuation time of a plan is the time
it takes until the last person evacuates. The k-sink evacuation problem
is to provide an evacuation plan with k exit locations that minimizes the
evacuation time. It is known that this problem is NP-Hard for general
graphs but no polynomial time algorithm was previously known even for
the case of G a tree. This paper presents an O(nk2 log5 n) algorithm for
the k-sink evacuation problem on trees. Our algorithms also apply to a
more general class of problems, which we call minmax tree facility location.
1 Introduction
Dynamic flow networks model movement of items on a graph. Each vertex v
is assigned some initial set of supplies wv. Supplies flow across edges. Each
edge e has a length – the time required to traverse it – and a capacity ce, which
limits the rate of the flow of supplies into the edge in one time unit. If all edges
have the same capacity ce = c the network is said to have uniform capacity. As
supplies move around the graph, congestion can occur as supplies back up at a
vertex, increasing the time necessary to send a flow.
Dynamic flow networks were introduced by Ford and Fulkerson in [7] and
have since been extensively used and analyzed. There are essentially two basic
types of problems, with many variants of each. These are the Max Flow over
Time (MFOT) problem of how much flow can be moved (between specified
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vertices) in a given time T and the Quickest Flow Problem (QFP) of how quickly
a given W units of flow can be moved. Good surveys of the area and applications
can be found in [19, 1, 6, 17].
One variant of the QFP that is of interest is the transshipment problem, e.g.,
[12], in which the graph has several sources and sinks, with the original supplies
being the sources and each sink having a specified demand. The problem is to
find the minimum time required to satisfy all of the demands. [12] designed the
first polynomial time algorithm for that problem, for the case of integral travel
times.
Variants of QFP Dynamic flow problems can also model [10] evacuation
problems. In these, vertex supplies are people in a building(s) and the problem
is to find a routing strategy (evacuation plan) that evacuates all of them to
specified sinks (exits) in minimum time. Solving this using (integral) dynamic
flows, would assign each person an evacuation path with, possibly, two people at
the same vertex travelling radically different paths.
A slightly modified version of the problem, the one addressed here, is for
the plan to assign to each vertex v exactly one exit or evacuation edge, i.e., a
sign stating “this way out”. All people starting or arriving at v must evacuate
through that edge. After traversing the edge they follow the evacuation edge at
the arrival vertex. They continue following the unique evacuation edges until
reaching a sink, where they exit. The simpler optimization problem is, given
the sinks, to determine a plan minimizing the total time needed to evacuate
everyone. A more complicated version is, given k, to find the (vertex) locations
of the k sinks/exits and associated evacuation plan that together minimizes the
evacuation time. This is the k-sink location problem.
Flows with the property that all flows entering a vertex leave along the same
edge are known as confluent1; even in the static case constructing an optimal
confluent flow is known to be very difficult. i.e., if P 6= NP, then it is even
impossible to construct a constant-factor approximate optimal confluent flow in
polynomial time on a general graph [3, 5, 4, 18].
Note that if the capacities are “large enough” then no congestion can occur
and every person follows the shortest path to some exit with the cost of the plan
being the length of the maximum shortest path. This is exactly the k-center
problem on graphs which is already known to be NP-Hard [9, ND50]. Unlike
k-center, which is polynomial-time solvable for fixed k, Kamiyama et al. [13]
proves by reduction to Partition, that, even for fixed k = 1 finding the min-time
evacuation protocol is still NP-Hard for general graphs
The only solvable known case for general k is for G a path. For paths with
uniform capacities, [11] gives an O(kn) algorithm.2
When G is a tree the 1-sink location problem can be solved [16] in O(n log2 n)
time. This can be reduced [10] down to O(n log n) for the uniform capacity
version, i.e., all all the ce are identical. If the locations of the k sinks are given
as input, [15] gives an O(n2k log2 n) algorithm for finding the minimum time
1Confluent flows occur naturally in problems other than evacuations, e.g., packet forwarding
and railway scheduling [5].
2This is generalized to the general capacity path to O(kn log2 n) in the unpublished [2].
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evacuation protocol. i.e., a partitioning of the tree into subtrees that evacuate to
each sink. The best previous known time for solving the k-sink location problem
was O(n(c log n)k+1), where c is some constant [14].
1.1 Our contributions
This paper gives the first polynomial time algorithm for solving the k-sink
location problem on trees. Our result uses the O(n log2 n) algorithm of [15],
for calculating the evacuation time of a tree given the location of a sink, as an
oracle.
Theorem 1. The k-sink evacuation problem can be solved in time O(nk2 log5 n).
It is instructive to compare our approach to Frederickson’s [8] O(n) algorithm
for solving the k-center problem on trees, which was built from the following
two ingredients.
1. An O(n) time previously known algorithm for checking feasibility, i.e.,
given α > 0, testing whether a k-center solution with cost ≤ α exists
2. A clever parametric search method to filter the O(n2) pairwise distances
between nodes, one of which is the optimal cost, via the feasibility test.
Section 4, is devoted to constructing a first polynomial time feasibility test
for k-sink evacuation on trees. It starts with a simple version that makes a
ploynomial number of oracle calls and then is extensively refined so as to make
only O(k log n) (amortized) calls.
On the other hand, there is no small set of easily defined cost values known
to contain the optimal solution. We sidestep this issue by doing parametric
searching within our feasibility testing algorithm, Section 5, which leads to
Theorem 1.
As a side result, a slight modification to our algorithm allows improving,
for almost all k, the best previously known algorithm for solving the problem
when the k-sink locations are already given, from O(n2k log2 n) [15] down to
O(nk2 log4 n).
2 Formal definition of the sink evacuation prob-
lem
Let G = (V,E) be an undirected graph. Each edge e = (u, v) has a travel time
τe; flow leaving u at time t = t0 arrives at v at time t = t0 + τe. Each edge also
has a capacity ce ≥ 0. This restricts at most ce units of resource to enter edge e
in one unit of time. For our version of the problem we restrict c to be integral;
the capacity can then be visualized as the width of the edge with only ce people
being allowed to travel in parallel along the edge.
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Figure 1: In (a), if wu = 20 the last person leaving u arrives at v at time t = 13. In
(b) Assume people at u, v are all evacuating to w and wu = 20 and wv > 0. The first
person from u arrives at v at time t = 11. If wv ≤ 40 all of the people on v enter
(v, w) before or at t = 10, so there will be no congestion when the first people from
u arrive at v and they just sail through v without stopping. Calculation shows that
the last people from u reach w at time t = 20. On the other hand, if wv > 40, some
people who started at v will still be waiting at v when the first people from u arrive
there. In this case, there is congestion and the people from u will have to wait. A little
calculation shows that, after waiting, the last person from u will finally arrive at w at
time 14 + b(20 + wv)/4c.
Consider wu people waiting at vertex u at time t = 0 to travel the edge
e = (u, v). Only ce people enter the edge in one time unit, so the items travel
in dwu/cee packets, each of size ce, except possibly for the last one. The first
packet enters e at time t = 0, the second at time t = 1, etc.. The first packet
therefore reaches v at time t = τe time, the second at t = τe + 1 and the last
one at time t = τe + dwu/cee − 1. Figure 1(a) illustrates this process. In the
diagram people get moved along (u, v) in groups of size at most 6. If wu = 20,
there are 4 groups; the first one reaches v at time t = 10, the second at time
t = 11, the third at t = 12 and the last one (with only 2 people) at t = 13.
Now suppose that items are travelling along a path . . . u → v → w → . . .
where e1 = (u, v) and e2 = (v, w). Items arriving at v can’t enter e2 until the
items already there have left. This waiting causes congestion which is one of
the major complications involved in constructing good evacuation paths. Figure
1(b) illustrates how congestion can build up.
As another example, consider Figure 2(a) with every node evacuating to
w. When the first people from u1 arrive at v, some of the original people still
remain there, leading to congestion. Calculation shows that the last people from
u1 leave v at time 4 so when the first people from u2 arrive at v at time 5, no
one is waiting at v. But, when the first people from u3 arrive at v some people
from u2 are waiting there, causing congestion. After that, people arrive from
both u2 and u3 at the same time, with many having to wait. The last person
finally reaches w at time 15, so the evacuation protocol takes time 15.
Given a graph G, distinguish a subset S ⊆ V with |S| = k as sinks (exits).
An evacuation plan provides, for each vertex v 6∈ S, the unique edge along which
all people starting at or passing through v evacuate. Furthermore, starting at
any v and following the edges will lead from v to one of the S (if v ∈ S, people at
v evacuate immediately through the exit at v). Figure 2(b) provides an example.
Note that the evacuation plan defines a confluent flow. The evacuation edges
form a directed forest; the sink of each tree in the forest is one of the designated
sinks in S..
Given the evacuation plan and the values wv specifying the initial number of
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Figure 2: (a) evacuation problem with 4 vertices and sink at w. If wv = 8, wu1 = 4,
wu2 = 10, wu3 = 11 and sink at w, the last person arrives w at time 15. In (b) the
left figure is a tree with the k = 3 black vertices as sinks. The right figure provides an
evacuation plan. Each non-sink vertex v has exactly one outgoing edge and, following
the directed edges from each such v leads to a sink.
people located at each node, one can calculate, for each vertex, the time (with
congestion) it takes for all of its people to evacuate. The maximum of this over
all v is the minimum time required to required to evacuate all people to some
exit using the rules above. Call this the cost for S associated with the evacuation
plan. The cost for S will be the minimum cost over all evacuation plans using
that set S as sinks.
The k-sink location problem is to find a subset S of size k with minimum
cost. Recall that [15] provides an O(n log2 n) problem for solving this problem
if for tree G with k = 1. We will use this algorithm as an oracle for solving the
general k-location problem on trees.
Given the hardness results, it is unlikely one can produce an efficient algorithm
for general graphs, but our algorithms can serve as fast subroutines for exhaustive
search or heuristic methods commonly employed in practice.
2.1 General problem formulation
The input to our algorithm(s) will be a tree Tin = (Vin, Ein), and a positive
integer k. Let n = |Vin| = |Ein|+ 1. Our goal will be to find a subset S ⊆ Vin
with cardinality at most k that can minimize cost F (S). This will essentially
involve partitioning the Vin into ≤ k subtrees that minimizes their individual
max costs.
We note that our algorithms will not explicitly deal with the mechanics of
evacuation calculations. Instead they will solve the location problem for any
monotone min-max cost F (S). We introduce this level of abstraction because
using the clean properties of monotone min-max cost functions makes the
algorithms easier to formulate and understand.
2.1.1 Monotone min-max cost.
We now extract the properties of F (S) that we will use. All of these will be
consistent with evacuation time. Let Λ[S] be the set of all partitions of Vin such
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that, for each P ∈ Λ[S], and each P ∈ P , we have |S ∩ P | = 1, and P induces a
connected component in Tin.
Intuitively, each P ∈ Λ[S] is a partition of Tin into |S| subtrees, such that
each subtree includes exactly 1 element in S. For any P ⊆ Vin s.t. |S ∩ P | = 1,
we denote by 〈S ∩ P 〉 the unique node v ∈ S ∩ P . We say that nodes in P are
assigned to the sink 〈S ∩ P 〉.
Now we define an atomic cost function f : 2Vin × Vin → [0,+∞]. In the
context of facility location problems, given P ⊆ Vin and |S∩P | = 1, f(P, 〈S∩P 〉)
can be interpreted as the cost for sink 〈S ∩ P 〉 to serve the set of nodes P . The
definition of f involves some natural constraints on cost functions for facility
location on trees, which are given as follows.
1. For U ⊆ Vin, v ∈ Vin,
• if v /∈ U then f(U, v) = +∞;
• if U does not induce a connected component, f(U, v) = +∞.
• if U = {v}, then f(U, v) = 0.
2. (Set monotonicity) If v ∈ U1 ⊆ U2 ⊆ Vin, then f(U1, v) ≤ f(U2, v). i.e.
the cost tends to increase when a sink has to serve additional nodes.
3. (Path monotonicity) Let u ∈ U and let v /∈ U be a neighbor of u in Tin.
Then f(U ∪{v}, v) ≥ f(U, u). Intuitively, this means when we move a sink
away from U , the cost for the sink to serve U tends to increase.
4. (Max composition) Let T = (U,E′) be a connected component in G,
and v ∈ U . Let F = {T1, ..., Tl} be the forest created by removing v
from T , and the respective vertices of each tree in F be U1, ..., Ul. Then
f(U, v) = max1≤i≤l f(Ui ∪ {v}, v).
Note that we have only defined a cost function over one single set and one single
sink. This can then be extended to a function FS : Λ[S]→ [0,+∞] by setting,
for P ∈ Λ[S]:
FS(P) = max
P∈P
f(P, 〈S ∩ P 〉) (1)
In other words, given a partition P, the total cost for sinks S to serve all
partitioned blocks is the maximum of the cost to serve each block. It will be
cumbersome to discuss explicit partitioning, so we will informally denote it by
saying that a node u ∈ Vin is assigned to a sink s ∈ S. Then, given sinks S, we
partition G in a way that the total cost is minimized, giving the cost function
as:
F (S) = min
P∈Λ(S)
FS(P) (2)
We call such cost function F minmax monotone. See the appendix for an
illustration of (1). k-center and sink evacuation will fit into this framework, as
well as variations involving node capacities, uniform edge capacity, or confluent
unsplittable flows. Our main problem will be to find an S which minimizes F (S)
over all |S| = k.
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Our algorithms are designed to make calls directly to an oracle A that
computes f(U, v) given any U that induces a connected component of Tin and
any v ∈ U . In general such a polynomial time oracle must exist for the problem
to even be in NP.
3 Overview
In the rest of the paper, we will describe two versions of our algorithms. In
either version we require a feasibility test, which solves a simplified, bounded
cost version of the problem.
Problem Bounded cost minmax k-sink
Input Tree Tin = (Vin, Ein), k ≥ 1, T ≥ 0
Output Sout ⊆ Vin and Pout ∈ Λ[Sout] s.t. |Sout| ≤ k and
FSout(Pout) ≤ T . If such a (Sout,Pout) pair does not
exist, output ‘No’.
We will use an algorithm solving this problem as a subroutine for solving
the full problem; we measure the time complexity by the number of calls to the
oracle A. The fastest runtime we can obtain is given as follows.
Theorem 2. If A runs in time tA(n), the bounded cost minmax k-sink problem
can be solved in time O(ktA(n) log n) if tA(n) is at least linear time.
If A is sublinear, we can replace it with a linear time oracle to get O(kn log n).
We will establish several important ingredients that leads to O(n) calls, i.e. a
time complexity fo O(tA(n)n); the same ingredients will be used in the more
complicated algorithm that gives Theorem 2.
4 Bounded cost k-sink (feasibility test)
Definition 1. A feasible configuration is a set of sinks S ⊆ V with a partition
P ∈ Λ(S) where FS(P) ≤ T ; S is also separately called a feasible sink place-
ment, and P is a partition witnessing the feasibility of S. An optimal feasible
configuration is a feasible sink placement S∗ ⊆ V with minimum cardinality; we
write k∗ := |S∗|.
If k∗ > k then the algorithm returns ‘No’. Otherwise, it returns a feasible
configuration (Sout,Pout) such that |Sout| ≤ k.
Definition 2. Suppose U induces a subtree of Tin and S ⊆ U . We say U can
be served by S if, for some partition P of U , for each P ∈ P there exists s ∈ S
such that f(P, s) ≤ T .
Definition 3. Let U be the nodes of a connected component of G and v ∈ V
(not necessarily in U). We say that v supports U if one of the following holds:
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• If v ∈ U , then f(U, v) ≤ T .
• If v /∈ U , let Π be the set of nodes on the path from v to U . Then
f(U ∪ {v} ∪Π, v) ≤ T .
If U can be served by S, then any node in U is supported by some s ∈ S.
The converse is not necessarily true.
4.1 Greedy construction
Our algorithms greedily build Sout and Pout on-the-fly, making irrevocable
decisions on what should be in the output. Sout is initialized to be empty. In
each step, we add elements to Sout but never remove them, and once |Sout| > k
we immediately terminate with a ‘No’. If, at termination, |Sout| ≤ k, we output
Sout.
Similarly, Pout is initially empty, and the algorithm performs irrevocable
updates to Pout while running. An update to Pout is a commit. When set
Pnew ⊆ Vin is committed it is associated with some some sink in Sout (which
might have to be added to Sout at the same time). If Pnew shares its sink with
an existing block P ∈ Pout, we merge Pnew into P . Another way to view this
operation is that either a new sink is added, or unassigned nodes are assigned to
an existing sink.
Algorithm 1 Committing block
1: Given Pout
2: procedure Commit(Pnew ⊆ Vin)
3: if |Pnew ∩ Sout| = 1 then
4: if ∃P ∈ Pout s.t. Pnew ∩ P 6= ∅ then
5: Pout := Pout ∪ {P ∪ Pnew} − {P}
6: else
7: Pout := Pout ∪ {Pnew}
8: end if
9: end if
10: end procedure
In essence, we avoid backtracking so that Sout does not lose elements, and
blocks added to Pout can only grow. For this to work, we must require, throughout
the algorithm:
(C1) An optimal feasible sink placement S∗ exists where Sout ⊆ S∗.
(C2) For any P ∈ Pout there exists a unique s ∈ Sout such that |P ∩S| = 1, and
f(P, s) ≤ T .
Additionally, Pout will be a partition of Vin upon termination with ‘yes’.
When these conditions all hold, then |Pout| ≤ k and (Sout,Pout) is feasible and
output by the algorithm.
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4.1.1 A separation argument.
As the algorithm progresses, it removes nodes from the remaining graph (the
working tree), simplifying the combinatorial structure. Roughly speaking, a sink
can be removed if we can identify all nodes it has to serve; upon removing the
sink, all nodes it serves can also be removed from the tree. We will need the
definitions below:
Definition 4 (Self sufficiency and T−v(u)). A subtree T ′ = (V ′, E′) of Tin is
self-sufficient if V ′ can be served by Sout ∩ V ′.
Given a tree T = (V,E), consider an internal node v ∈ V and one of its
neighbors u ∈ V . Removing v from T leaves a forest F−v of disjoint subtrees of
T .
There is a unique tree T ′ = (V ′, E′) ∈ F−v such that u ∈ V ′, denoted by
T−v(u) = (V−v(u), E−v(u)). The concept of self sufficiency is introduced for
subtree of this form.
If T−v(u) is self-sufficient, and u is a sink, there is no need to add any other
sinks to T−v(u), also no node oustside T−v(u) will be routed to any sink in
T−v(u) other than u. This means all nodes in V−v(u) except u can be removed
from consideration; a more formal statement of this fact is given as follows.
Given subtrees T1 = (V1, E1) and T2 = (V2, E2) of Tin, we denote by T1\T2
the graph induced by V1\V2.
Lemma 3. Given s ∈ Sout, suppose u ∈ Vin is a neighbor of s in Tin. Consider
the subtree T ′ = (V ′, E′) induced by vertices (Vout)−s(u) ∪ {s}, and suppose T ′
is self-sufficient. Then the following are equivalent.
1. There exists S∗1 ⊆ Vin such that Sout ⊆ S∗1 , F (S∗1 ) ≤ T , and |S∗1 | ≤ k.
2. There exists S∗2 ⊆ (Vin\V ′)∪{s} such that (Sout\V ′)∪{s} ⊆ S∗2 , F (S∗2 ) ≤
T when restricted to (Vin\V ′) ∪ {s}, and |S∗2 |+ |Sout ∩ V ′| − 1 ≤ k
In other words, we can ignore all nodes (including sinks) that are in V ′\{s},
and solve the problem on the subtree induced by (Vin\V ′) ∪ {s}.
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii): Set S∗2 := S∗1 ∩ (Vin\V ′)∪{s}, and let P∗ be the partition that
witnesses the feasibility of S∗1 . Then for any P ∈ P∗ such that P ∩ V ′ 6= ∅, we
have by max composition and (1) that T ≥ f(P, 〈P ∩S∗1 〉) ≥ f(P ∩V ′, 〈P ∩S∗2 〉),
so V ′ can be served by S∗2 .
(ii) ⇒ (i): Let P0 be the partition of T ′ that witnesses the self-sufficiency of
T ′, and let P1 be the partition of the subtree induced by T ′′ := (Vin\V ′) ∪ {s}
that witnesses the self-sufficiency of T ′′. Take S∗1 := S
∗
2 ∪ (Sout ∩ V ′). Then
F (S∗1) = max〈S∗1∩P 〉:P∈P0∪P1 f(P, s) by max composition and (1), which is at
most ≤ T by assumption. Also, because s ∈ S∗2 ∩ (Sout ∩ V ′), we know that
|S∗1 | ≤ |S∗2 |+ |Sout ∩ V ′| − 1 ≤ k.
Throughout the algorithm, we maintain a ‘working’ tree T = (V,E) as well
as a working set of sinks S = Sout ∩ V . Initially, T = Tin. As the algorithm
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progresses, T is maintained to be a subtree of Tin by peeling off self-sufficient
subtrees. Lemma 3 ensures that solving the bounded problem on T is equivalent
to solving the bounded problem on Tin.
To use Lemma 3, we enforce that sink s is added to Sout and S only when,
for some neighbor u of s, the tree induced by V−s(u) ∪ {s} is self-sufficient with
respective to the sink set S ∪ {s}. This permits removing V−s(u) from T after
adding s to Sout and S. So in the algorithm we can assume that sinks exist only
at the leaves of the working tree T .
4.2 Subroutine: Peaking Criterion
We now describe a convenient mechanism that allows us to greedily add sinks.
Definition 5 (Peaking criterion). Given T = (V,E), the ordered pair of points
(u, v) ∈ V × V satisfies the peaking criterion (abbreviated PC) if and only if
u and v are neighbors, T−v(u) has no sink, and finally f(V−v(u), u) ≤ T but
f(V−v(u) ∪ {v}, v) > T .
Lemma 4. Let S be a feasible sink placement for T , and let u, v ∈ V be neighbors.
If (u, v) satisfies the peaking criterion, then S′ := (S\V−v(u)) ∪ {u} is also a
feasible sink placement. In particular, if S is an optimal feasible sink placement,
then so is S′.
Sketch Proof. By path monotonicity no sink outside V−v(u) can support V−v(u),
so the only choice is to put a sink in V−v(u). By (iii), the best place to put the
sink is then u.
Full Proof Lemma 4. By path monotonicity, (iv) implies that none of the nodes
in V \V−v(u) support V−v(u). On the other hand, by (iii) and set monotonicity,
(S\V−v(u)) ∪ {u}) is a feasible sink placement.
Moreover, F (S) ≤ T implies |S ∩ V ′| ≥ 1, so |(S\V ′) ∪ {u}| ≤ |S|. In other
words, we know that any feasible configuration needs to place a sink in T−v(u)
configuration, and no sink needs to exist as a descendent of of u in T . This in
turn implies that all sinks in T−v(u) can be replaced with one single sink.
If (u, v) satisfies the peaking criterion, we can immediately place a sink at u
and then commit V−v(u). The following demonstrates that, whenever S = ∅, at
least 1 sink can be found using the peaking criterion, unless a single node can
s ∈ V support the entire graph.
Lemma 5. Suppose for some v, u, f(V−v(u)∪{v}, v) > T , and S ∩V−v(u) = ∅.
Then there exists a pair of nodes s, t ∈ V−v(u) ∪ {v} such that (s, t) satisfies the
peaking criterion.
Proof of Lemma 5. Assume for a contradiction that no pair (s, t) ∈ V−v(u) ×
V−v(u) satisfies the peaking criterion.
This implies f(V−v(u), u) > T , which in turn implies |V−v(u)| ≥ 2, because
f({u}, u) = 0 ≤ T . Then max composition imply there exists η0 ∈ V−v(u), η0 6=
u that is a neighbor of u such that f(V−u(η0) ∪ {u}, u) > T .
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Applying this repeatedly will generate an endless sequence of distinct nodes
η0, η1, η2, ... such that ηi is a neighbor of ηi+1 but f(V−ηi(ηi+1) ∪ {ηi}, ηi) > T ,
which is impossible because T is finite.
Corollary 6. Given S = ∅, either one of the following occurs:
1. For any s ∈ V we have f(V, s) ≤ T , or
2. There exist a pair of nodes u, v ∈ V that satisfies the peaking criterion.
Proof of Corollary 6. Suppose (i) does not hold. Then for all v ∈ V we have
that f(V, v) > T ; by max composition of f , this means for every v ∈ V there
exists a neighbor u of v such that f(V−v(u) ∪ {v}, v) > T . Then Lemma 5
implies (ii).
Now suppose instead (ii) does not hold. Take v ∈ V . By Lemma 5, for every
u ∈ V that is a neighbor of v, we know that f(V−v(u)∪{v}, v) ≤ T ; this in turn
implies, by max composition, f(V, v) ≤ T . As v was taken arbitrarily, we have
(i).
At stages where it is applicable, for each ordered pair (u, v) that satisfies the
peaking criterion we place a sink at u and remove nodes in V−v(u). If instead
the first case of the above corollary occurs, we can add an arbitrary s ∈ V to S
and Sout and terminate.
4.3 Hub tree
Corollary 6 provides two ways to add sinks to Sout. We do not add sinks any
other way. But merely applying this principle does not find all sinks. We
therefore in Section 4.4 introduce a new process that complements the peaking
criterion. First, we introduce the hub tree, which has convenient properties that
arise from applying the peaking criterion.
Definition 6 (Hubs). Let L ⊆ V be the leaves of the rooted tree T = (V,E).
Let S ⊆ L, be a set of sinks, with no sink in V \L. Let H(S) ⊆ V be the set of
lowest common ancestors of all pairs of sinks in T . The nodes in H(S) are the
hubs associated with S.
The hub tree TH(S) = (VH(S), EH(S)) is the subgraph of T that includes all
vertices and edges along all possible simple paths among nodes H(S) ∪ S. (See
illustration in appendix)
Definition 7 (Outstanding branches). Given T = (V,E) and S, we say that a
node w ∈ V branches out to η if η is a neighbor of w in T that does not exist in
VH(S). The subtree T
′ := T−w(η) is called an outstanding branch; we say that
T ′ is attached to w.
Definition 8 (Bulk path). Given two distinct u, v ∈ VH(S), the bulk path
BP(u, v) is the union of nodes along the unique path Π between u, v (inclusive),
along with all the nodes in all outstanding branches that are attached to any
node in Π.
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A crucial property arises after an exhaustive application of the peaking
criterion.
Definition 9 (RC-viable). Given T and sinks S, we say that T is RC-viable if:
1. all sinks S occur at the leaves of T
2. if T ′ = (V ′, E′) is an outstanding branch attached to w ∈ VH(S), then
f(V ′ ∪ {w}, w) ≤ T
Lemma 7. Given T = (V,E) and sinks S, where S is a subset of leaves of T .
Suppose no ordered pair (u, v) ∈ V × V satisfy the peaking criterion. Then T is
RC-viable.
Proof of Lemma 7. Let T ′ = (V ′, E′) be an arbitrary outstanding branch at-
tached to some node w ∈ VH(S). It suffices to show that f(V ′ ∪ {w}, w) ≤ T .
As T ′ is an outstanding branch, we know V ′ ∩ S = ∅. By assumption no pair
u, v in V ′ ∪ {w} would satisfy the peaking criterion, so from Lemma 5 we know
that f(V ′ ∪ {w}, w) ≤ T .
Now when T is RC-viable w.r.t. S, there is no need to place sinks within
outstanding branches; this is because if an outstanding branch is attached to a
node w, then a sink at w can already serve the the entire outstanding branch.
4.4 Subroutine: Reaching Criterion
The peaking criterion is a way to add sinks to T and remove certain nodes from
T . On the other hand, the reaching criterion is a way to remove sinks from T
and S, while keeping them in Sout. Roughly speaking, the reaching criterion
finalizes all nodes that should be assigned to certain sinks, and then removes all
these nodes from consideration.
Given T and S, we say a node v ∈ EH(S) can evacuate to s ∈ S if
f(BP(v, s), s) ≤ T ; when such s ∈ S exists for v, we say that v can evacu-
ate. Given this we can formulate an ‘opposite’ to the peaking criterion, which
allows us to remove nodes, including sinks, from T .
Definition 10 (Reaching criterion). Given T = (V,E) and a set of sinks S,
placed at the leaves of T . Let T be RC-viable with respect to S and (u, v) ∈ V ×V
be an ordered pair of nodes. u, v satisfy the reaching criterion (RC) if and only
if they are neighbors in T , and T−v(u) is self-sufficient while the tree induced by
BP(v, u) ∪ V−v(u) is not.
Theorem 8. Suppose T = (V,E) is RC-viable with respect to S ⊆ V . If u, v ∈ V
satisfies the reaching criterion, then we can remove T−v(u) from T , and also
commit all blocks in the partitioning of T−v(u) that witnesses the self-sufficiency
of T−v(u). By definition, T−v(u) includes at least one sink from S.
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Proof of Theorem 8. As T−v(u) is self sufficient, no additional sink has to be
placed in it. By RC-viability, no sink has to be placed in outstanding branches,
either.
Formally, this means there exists an optimal feasible sink configuration
(S∗,P∗) where S∗ contains no node in any outstanding branch attached to v;
furthermore, S∗ ∩ V−v(u) = S ∩ V−v(u).
Now suppose for a contradiction that there exists P ∈ P∗ such that u, v ∈ P .
Because a block in P∗ has to induce a connected component, and there is no
sink in the outstanding branches attached to v, we know BP(v, u) has to be
served by sinks in V−v(u), which violates the assumption that the tree induced
by BP(v, u) ∪ V−v(u) is not self-sufficient.
So v and u can not be assigned to the same block in P∗. This in turn implies
that none of the blocks in P∗ can span nodes in both V \V−v(u) and V−v(u),
because each block has to induce a connected component in Tin. Thus T−v(u) is
no longer relevant and can be safely removed.
After removing T−v(u) by the reaching criterion, we need to run the peaking
criterion again on T , in order to preserve RC-viability.
4.4.1 Testing for self-sufficiency.
In order to make use of the reaching criterion, we require efficient tests for
self-sufficiency. Note that [15] readily gives such test albeit at a higher time
complexity. In our algorithm, we perform self-sufficiency tests on a rooted subtree
T ′ only if it satisfies some special conditions, allowing us to exploit RC-viability
and reuse past computations. By our arrangements, when such T ′ passes our
test we know it demonstrates a stronger form of self-sufficiency.
Definition 11 (Recursive self-sufficiency). Given a rooted subtree T ′ = (V ′, E′)
of T , V ′ ∩ S 6= ∅, we say that T ′ is recursively self-sufficient if for all u ∈
VH(S) ∩ V ′, the subtree of T ′ rooted at u is self-sufficient.
A bottom-up approach can be used to test for recursive self-sufficiency, which
in turn implies ‘plain’ self-sufficiency.
Lemma 9. Given a RC-viable rooted subtree T ′ = (V ′, E′) of T , V ′ ∩ S 6= ∅,
where v is the root. Suppose there exists a child u of v in VH(S) ∩ V ′ such that
T−v(u) is recursively self-sufficient, and there is a sink s ∈ S ∩ V−v(u) such that
u can evacuate to s.
Then BP (v, s) ∪ V−v(u) is recursively self-sufficient. If, additionally, for
every child u′ of v in VH(S) ∩ V ′, T−v(u′) is recursively self-sufficient, then T ′
is recursively self-sufficient.
Proof of Lemma 9. Suppose we assign v to sink s. This implies that all nodes
in BP (v, s) are assigned to s. On the other hand, consider the graph induced
by V−v(u)\BP (v, s). For any node v′ ∈ (VH(S) ∩ V−v(u))\BP (v, s), the subtree
of T ′ rooted at v′ is self sufficient, because T−v(u) is recursively self-sufficient.
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Additionally, if every child u′ of v in VH(S) ∩ V ′ is such that T−v(u′) is
recursively self-sufficient, by a similar argument we know that T ′ is recursively
self-sufficient.
We say that s is a witness to Lemma 9 for T ′ and v; we store this witness, as
well as the witness for every subtree of T ′ rooted at some v ∈ V ′. From the proof
of Lemma 9 one can see it is easy to retrieve a partition P ′ of T ′ that witnesses
the self-sufficiency of T ′, in O(|V ′|) time. See Algorithm 2 in appendix.
For this to be useful, note that only recursive self-sufficiency will be relevant.
When a RC-viable tree is self-sufficient but not recursively self-sufficient, if we
process bottom-up, we can always cut off part of the tree using the reaching
criterion, so that the remainder is recursively self-sufficient. This is demonstrated
in the detailed algorithm.
4.5 Combining the Pieces
The main ingredients of our algorithm are the peaking and reaching criteria
along with ideas to test self-sufficiency. We use the peaking criterion to add
sinks to T , and then the reaching criterion to remove sinks and nodes from T ,
until either T is empty or T can be served by a single sink. In the following we
describe a full algorithm that makes use of these ideas.
4.5.1 Simpler, iterative approach (‘Tree Climbing’)
Essentially, in this algorithm we iteratively check and apply the two peaking
criteria bottom-up from the leaves. We do not specify a root here; the root can
be arbitrary, and changed whenever necessary. As we go up from the leaves,
for each pair (u, v) that forms an edge of the tree, we would call the oracle A
for f(V−v(u), u), f(V−v(u) ∪ {v}, v) or f(BP(v, s), s) for some sink s, and apply
either the peaking criterion or the reaching criterion. By design RC is checked
whenever the tree is RC-viable, and PC is checked whenever the tree is not
RC-viable, and we do not need to test both on the same pair (u, v).
Lemma 10. The bounded-cost tree-climbing (Algorithm 5) makes O(n) calls to
A.
Proof. We only make O(1) calls to evaluate f(·, ·) for each pair (u, v) ∈ Ein.
After seeing the iterative approach, it is easier to understand the more
advanced algorithm, which uses divide-and-conquer and binary search to replace
the iterative processes.
4.5.2 Peaking criterion by recursion.
Macroscopically, we replace plain iteration with a fully recursive process. We do
this once in the beginning, as well as every time we remove a sink. Overall the
algorithm makes O(k log n) ‘amortized’ calls to the oracle. Recall that the main
purpose of the peaking criterion is to place sinks and make the tree T RC-viable.
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A localized view. We start with a more intuitive, localized view of the
recursion. We evaluate f(·, ·) on sets of nodes of the form V−v(u) or V−v(u)∪{v}.
If f(V−v(u), u) ≤ T then we mark all nodes in V−v(u). Sometimes we also mark
the node v, if all but one of its neighbors are marked.
Over the course of the algorithm, we are given a node v ∈ V (along with
other information including MarkedPC), and for each neighbor u of v we decide
whether to evaluate au := f(V−v(u) ∪ {v}, v). As a basic principle to save costs,
we do not wish to call the oracle if all nodes in V−v(u) ∪ {v} are marked, or if
V−v(u) ∪ {v} contains a sink.
When we do get au ≤ T , we put all nodes in V−v(u) into MarkedPC. Moreover,
if at least |N(v)−1| neighbors of v are in MarkedPC, and by this time v /∈ Sout, we
also put v into MarkedPC. This part is the same in tree-climbing, and maintains
an important invariant regarding MarkedPC: if u is marked but a neighbor v is
not, then all nodes in V−v(u) are marked, and f(V−v(u) ∪ {v}, v) ≤ T .
On the other hand, if in fact we find that au > T , we would wish to recurse
into T−v(u), because one sink must be placed in it. Now we return to a more
global view.
A global view. To maintain RC-viability we need to apply the oracle on
various parts of T . In the iterative algorithm, this process is extremely repetitive.
Now we wish to segregate different sets of nodes on the tree, so the oracle is only
applied to separate parts.
Definition 12 (Compartments and Boundaries). Let T ′ = (V ′, E′) be a subtree
of T = (V,E). The boundary δT ′ of T ′ is the set of all nodes in T ′ that is a
neighbor of some node in V \V ′.
Now given a set of nodes W of a tree T = (V,E), the set of compartments
CT (W ) is a set of subtrees of T , where the union of all nodes is V , and for each
T ′ = (V ′, E′) ∈ CT (W ), V ′ is a maximal set of nodes that induces a subtree T ′′
of T such that δT ′′ ⊆W .
Intuitively, the set of compartments is induced by first removing W , so that
T is broken up into a forest of smaller trees, and for each of the small trees we
re-add nodes in W that were attached to it, where the reattached nodes are
called the boundary. As opposed to partitioning, two compartments may share
nodes at their boundaries.
In the algorithm, we generate a sequence of sets W0 ⊆W1, ...,Wt ⊆ V in the
following manner: W0 contains the tree median of T , and then to create Wi from
Wi−1 we simply add to Wi the tree medians of every compartment in CT (Wi).
For each i, we only make oracle calls of the form f(V−v(u), s) or f(V−v(u) ∪
{v}, s), and avoid choices of (u, v) that will cause evaluation on overlapping sets,
based on information gained on processing Wi−1 in the same way. In this way
we only make essentially O(1) ‘amortized’ calls to the oracle for each i. For
details see appendix.
After removing nodes via the reaching criterion, we only need to do this on a
subtree of T , which we can assume takes the same time as on the full tree. One
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can see that t = O(log n) thus the peaking criterion takes at most O(k log n)
amortized oracle calls.
4.5.3 Reaching criterion by Binary Search.
Intuitively, with the reaching criterion we look for an edge (u, v) in TH(S) so
that T−v(u), which contains at least one sink, can be removed.
Now given adjacent hubs h1 and h2, consider any subtree of T rooted at h1,
in which h2 is a descendent of h1. Then exactly one of the following is true:
P1 There is an edge (u, v) in the path Π(h1, h2) between h1 and h2, where u
is a child of v 6= h1, such that T−v(u) is recursively self-sufficient, but the
subtree rooted at v is not.
P2 Let u be the child of h1 that is on the path between h1 and h2. Then the
subtree rooted at u, i.e. T−h1(u), is recursively self-sufficient.
As h1 and h2 are adjacent hubs, for any edge (u, v) along the path, where
v 6= h1 is the parent of u, the subtree rooted at v is recursively self sufficient
only if the subtree rooted at u is. Suppose we know that the subtree rooted at
h2 is recursively self-sufficient.
In the iterative algorithm we move upwards from h2 to h1 gradually until we
find such an edge, or upon reaching h1; this can be replaced by a binary search.
This idea will let us only use O(k2 log n) calls; proper amortization with pruning
can reduce this to O(k log n) oracle calls. See appendix. Theorem 2 follows from
the above faster algorithm.
5 Full problem: cost minimization
Given an algorithm for the bounded cost problem, it is straightforward to
construct a weakly polynomial time algorithm, by a binary search over possible
values of T for the minimal T ∗ allowing evacuation with k sinks. To produce a
strongly polynomial time algorithm, at a higher level, we wish to search among
a finite, discrete set of possible values for T ∗. This can be done by a parametric
searching technique.
5.1 Iterative approach
We start by modifying the iterative algorithm for bounded cost. In that algorithm,
the specific value of T dictates the contents of T , S, Sout etc., as well as which
node pairs satisfy either of the two peaking criteria, at each step of Algorithms 3,
4, 5,; all these depend upon the outcomes of comparisons of the form f(·, ·) ≤ T .
The idea is to run a prametric search version of Algorithm 5. T will no
longer be a constant; we interfere with the normal course of the algorithm by
changing T during runtime. The decision to interfere is based on a threshold
margin (T L, T H ] that we maintain, to keep track of candidate values of T ∗.
Initially, (T L, T H ] = (−∞.+∞], and T = 0.
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We step through Algorithm 5. Every time we evaluate a = f(·, ·), we set T
based on the following, before making the comparison a ≤ T and proceeding
with the if-clause.
1. If a ≤ T L, set T = T L, so the if-clause always resolves as f(·, ·) ≤ T .
2. If a > T H , set T = T H , so the if-clause always resolves as f(·, ·) > T .
3. If a ∈ (T L, T H ], run a separate clean, non-interfered instance of Algorithm
5 with value T := a, and observe the output.
• Output is ‘No’: set T L := a, and T := a, resolving the if-clause as
a = f(·, ·) ≤ T = a.
• Otherwise, set T H := a, and T := T L.
This terminates with some T ∈ (T L, T H ]. We call this ‘Algorithm 5 with
interference’.
Lemma 11. Let (T<, T>] be the threshold margin at the end of Algorithm 5
with interference. Then T> = T ∗. In particular, we can then run Algorithm 5
(non-interfered) on T := T> to retrieve the optimal feasible configuration.
Proof of Lemma 11. First note that T ∗ ∈ (T<, T>]; T ∗ ≤ T> because T H is
always set to be a feasible value of T . Similarly, T ∗ > T< because T L is always
set to be a non-feasible value of T .
Then we show that, for any T0 ∈ [T<, T>) (note the difference in half-openness
of the interval), roughly speaking, the interfered algorithm runs in the same
way as a non-interfered algorithm with T = T0; more concretely, all if-clauses at
line 9 of PC.Climb() and line 13 of RC.Climb() are resolved as if we ran the
non-interfered algorithm with T = T0.
At line 9 of PC.Climb() and line 13 of RC.Climb(), note that if f(·, ·)
evaluates to a < T ∗, this implies a ≤ T< < T0, and also the algorithm proceeds
to resolve the if-clause with f(·, ·) ≤ T := a, which is consistent with f(·, ·) ≤ T0.
On the other hand, if f(·, ·) evaluates to b ≥ T ∗, this implies T will be set to
min(T , b), i.e. b ≥ T>, and the algorithm proceeds to resolve the if-clause with
f(·, ·) > T := b ≥ T> > T0, which is consistent with resolving with f(·, ·) > T0.
This, in turn, shows that Algorithm 5 behaves in exactly the same way for
any T ∈ [T<, T>). But we know that T< < T ∗, so T> is the smallest value that
is feasible i.e. at least T ∗, implying T ∗ = T>.
Theorem 12. Minmax tree facility location can be solved in O(n2) calls to A.
Proof. We always allow the interfered algorithm to make progress, albeit with
changing values of T , so Lemma 10 still applies; f(·, ·) is evaluated at most O(n)
times in the interfered algorithm, thus we also launch a separate instance of
Algorithm 5 at most O(n) times.
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5.2 Using divide-and-conquer and binary search
The above idea still works for applying RC, that we interfere whenever we
evaluate f(·, ·). Thus we only interfere O(k log n) times, making O(k2 log2 n)
total calls to the oracle.
But it does not work well with the peaking criterion; that the divide-and-
conquer algorithm for the peaking criterion relies very strongly on amortization,
and a naive application of interference will perform O(n) feasibility tests, while
we aim for O(k log n).
The basic idea is to filter through values of f(·, ·) were we decide to interfere.
Intuitively, the divide and conquer algorithm can be organized in t layers in
reference to W1, ...,Wt where t = O(log n), for each we evaluate f(·, ·) on certain
pairs of nodes and sets. Each evaluation of f(·, ·) can be identified with an edge
of T , thus in each layer we have at most O(n) evaluations, producing a list of
O(n) values.
Thus, at each layer we evaluate f(·, ·), and binary search for a pair of values
a<, a> such that a< ≤ T ∗ < a>, making O(log n) calls to the bounded-cost
algorithm, and then set T = a< when proceeding to mark nodes and place sinks,
before moving to the next layer.
This gives O(log2 n) calls for a single application of the peaking criterion. As
we only need to apply the peaking criterion O(k) times, the resulting number of
calls to the feasibility test is O(k log2 n). Theorem 1 then follows.
5.3 Evacuation time with fixed sinks (optimal partition-
ing)
Here we discuss the case where we have no control over the sink placement. Given
k sinks at leaves, and a suitable threshold T , applying the reaching criterion
will remove all nodes from the graph. The minimum such threshold can be
considered the minimum time required to evacuate all nodes with only currently
placed sinks; by finding this we can supersede the tree partitioning algorithm of
Mamada et al. [15]. The cost minimization algorithm will follow a similar flavor
as the above, except the peaking criterion will never need to be invoked; as a
result, the time complexity is O(k2 log2 n) oracle calls, or O(nk2 log4 n) time.
6 Conclusion
Given a Dynamic flow network on a tree G = (V,E) we derive an algorithm
for finding the locations of k sinks that minimize the maximum time needed to
evacuate the entire graph. Evacuation is modelled using dynamic confluent flows.
All that was previously known was an O(n log2 n) time algorithm for solving the
one-sink (k = 1) case. This paper gives the first polynomial time algorithm for
solving the arbitrary k-sink problem.
The algorithm was developed in two parts. Section 4 derived an O(nk log3 n)
algorithm for finding a placement of k sinks that permits evacuating the tree
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in ≤ T time for inputted T (or deciding that such a placement does not exist).
Section 5 showed how to modify this to an O(nk2 log5 n) algorithm for finding
the minimum such T that permits evacuation.
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A More details on tree climbing
For reference we present pseudo-code for some subroutines used in the bounded
cost algorithm. Algorithms 1 and 2 illustrate simple subroutines related to
maintaining P . Algorithms 3, 4 and 5 then describe the overall iterative bounded-
cost algorithm.
Algorithm 2 Finding partition for recursively self-sufficient trees
1: T ′ = (V ′, E′), rooted at v ∈ V ′, sinks S′ ⊆ V ′ . T ′ is recursively
self-sufficient wrt S′
2: W : V ′ → S′, where W (u) is a witness to Lemma 9 for subtree rooted at u
3: {Ps : s ∈ S′}, a collection of sets, all initialized to empty
4: T0 := T
′ . We will delete nodes from T0, so T0 may become a forest
5: while T0 is non-empty do
6: T ′0 := arbitrary connected component of T0, viewed as rooted subtree of
T ′
7: v := root of T ′0
8: s := W (v)
9: Ps := Ps ∪ BP(v, s)
10: Remove all nodes in BP(v, s) from T0
11: end while
12: {Ps : s ∈ S′} is a partition witnessing self-sufficiency of T ′
For the peaking criterion, the iterative algorithm for the bounded cost problem
repeats PC.Climb() (Algorithm 3) until QPC is empty.
In the beginnining we identify the set of leaves L of T = Tin. Note that for
any u ∈ L, u supports {u}, offering a starting point for the peaking criterion.
Any leaf u ∈ L has exactly one neighbor v in T ; for every such u ∈ L, we add
the pair (u, v) to the FIFO queue QPC.
We also maintain a set MarkedPC of nodes of Tin, initially empty. A subtree
TˆPC of T is maintained where nodes in MarkedPC are removed. Whenever we add
an ordered pair of the form (u, v) to QPC, u is marked i.e. put into MarkedPC,
and removed from TˆPC.
By the end of this process, T may still contain some nodes, but it is guaranteed
to be RC-viable. Then, we can start applying the reaching criterion. TˆPC is
the tree induced by V \MarkedPC, and at this point is incidentally the hubtree
TH(S).
Similar to the above, we have an other FIFO queue QRC that contains
ordered node pairs, and a set of nodes MarkedRC of TˆPC, initialized to be empty,
with a corresponding tree TRC. For technical reasons whenever a node is put in
MarkedRC, it is also put in MarkedPC. Initially, for every sink s in S, which is
now a leaf of TˆPC, we take its parent t in TˆPC and enqueue (s, t) to QRC.
Then wheneverQPC is empty butQRC is not, we call RC.Climb() (Algorithm
4) which carries out a test for the reaching criterion.
For the correctness of Algorithm 5, it suffices to show that we maintain these
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Algorithm 3 Tree climbing 1
1: T = (V,E)
2: FIFO Queue QPC over V × V
3: FIFO Queue QRC (empty)
4: MarkedPC := ∅ ⊆ V
5: TˆPC := T
6: procedure PC.Climb
7: if QPC is not empty then
8: Dequeue (u, v) from QPC
9: if f(V−v(u) ∪ {v}, v) ≤ T then
10: if v is a leaf of MarkedPC then
11: v′ := parent of v in TˆPC
12: Enqueue (v, v′) to QPC
13: Add v to MarkedPC
14: Remove v from TˆPC
15: end if
16: else . Invoke peaking criterion
17: Remove T−v(u) from T
18: Add sink v to S and Sout
19: Commit V−v(u) ∪ {v}
20: end if
21: end if
22: end procedure
invariants in Algorithms 3 and 4:
IVQ1 Whenever we enqueue (u, v) in QPC, we know that f(V−v(u), u) ≤ T .
IVQ2 (v, v′) is enqueued to QRC at some point in the algorithm if and only if
T−v′(v) is recursively self-sufficient.
Lemma 13. Invariants IVQ1 and IVQ2 are maintained for both Algorithms 3
and Algorithm 4, thus also throughout Algorithm 5.
Proof. To see this for Algorithm 3, note that only line 12 enqueues (v, v′) to QPC,
which happens only when for every neighbor u of v (except v′) u is marked, i.e.
f(V−v(u) ∪ {v}, v) ≤ T , which by max composition implies f(V−v′(v), v) ≤ T .
Thus Algorithm 3 applies the peaking criterion correctly.
To see this is for Algorithm 4, first note that by only proceeding when QPC is
empty, we ensured that T is RC-viable. We then show the invariants inductively.
We are given v and a neighbor v′.
First of all it is trivial if v is a sink. Now suppose by the inductive hypothesis,
every neighbor u of v in T where T−v(u) has a sink, except v′, is such that
T−v(u) is recursively self-sufficient. By the processing order and IH, we know
that (u, v) must have been enqueued previously and u is in MarkedRC, thus we
will arrive at the pair (v, v′). Then (v, v′) is enqueued only if for some sink s in
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T−v′(v) we have f(BP(v′, s), s) ≤ T , which by Lemma 9 and IH means T−v′(v)
is recursively self-sufficient.
Conversely, if T−v′(v) is not recursively self-sufficient, then either for one
neighbor u of v except v′ we have that T−v(u) is not recursively self-sufficient, or
that there exists u such that for every sink s in T−v(u) we have f(BP(v′, s), s) >
T . In the former case, (u, v) would not have entered the queue yet, and in the
latter case we will remove T−v(u), thus in either case we do not enqueue (v, v′).
Note that line 26 also enqueues to Q, thus we need that invariant IVQ1
is also maintained. Note that T is known to be RC-viable when PC.Climb
is called, thus v can serve outstanding branches attached to it. On the other
hand, for all neighbors of u except v′ where T−v(u) contains a sink, T−v(u) is
not in TˆPC (removed due to reaching criterion), so T−v′(v) only contains v and
outstanding branches attached to it, thus T−v′(v) ≤ T by max-composition.
B Detailed description of recursive algorithm
for PC
We recall the definition of compartments.
Definition 13 (Compartments and Boundaries). Let T ′ = (V ′, E′) be a subtree
of T = (V,E). The boundary δT ′ of T ′ is defined to be the set of every nodes in
T ′ that is a neighbor of some node in V \V ′.
Now given a set of nodes W of a tree T = (V,E), the set of compartments
CT (W ) is a set of subtrees of T with the following properties:
1. For each T ′ = (V ′, E′) ∈ CT (W ), V ′ is a maximal set of nodes that induces
a subtree T ′′ of T such that δT ′′ ⊆W .
2. ∪(V ′,E′)∈CT (W )V ′ = V
Intuitively, the set of compartments is induced by first removing W , so that
T is broken up into a forest of smaller trees, and for each of the small trees we
re-add nodes in W that were attached to it, where the reattached nodes are
called the boundary. As opposed to partitioning, two compartments may share
nodes at their boundaries.
Then given W and MarkedPC, we define the process of ‘calling the oracle
on CT (W )’, which does the following for every T ′ = (V ′, E′) ∈ CT (W ). If w is
the only node in δT ′ that is not marked, we look at the subtree of the form
T−w(u) ∪ {w} where u ∈ V ′. If T−w(u) ∪ {w} does not contain a sink, then we
treat (u,w) as a possible pair for PC, and evaluate f(V−w(u) ∪ {w}, w). Then
we act according to the outcome:
• If f(V−w(u) ∪ {w}, w) ≤ T then the entire V−w(u) ∪ {w} is marked.
• If f(V−w(u) ∪ {w}, w) > T , evaluate f(V−w(u), u); if now f(V−w(u), u) ≤
T , the peaking criterion is invoked, a sink is placed at w, and all nodes in
U would be marked.
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We can see that the oracle is specifically not called in the following circum-
stances:
R1 If more than one node in δT ′ is not marked.
R2 If all nodes in δT ′ are already marked.
From this, we will see soon that when we call the oracle on CT (W ), we apply
the oracle to sets totalling O(n) nodes, or exactly n− 1 edges. Thus the total
time is equivalent to the time running the oracle on T , with constant factor (and
additive linear) overhead. For this reason we also call this an amortized oracle
call.
To make sure this is the case, we need to specify how W is constructed and
MarkedPC is formed as we progress.
Let ρ be the tree median of T , and let W0 := {ρ}. The set of compartments
CT (W0) then simply consists of trees of the form T−ρ(u)∪{ρ} for every u ∈ N(ρ).
We make an oracle call on CT (W0), and mark nodes as given above.
Then we create a new set W1, first a copy of W0, and for every compartment
T ′ of CT (W0), we take the tree median ρ′ of T ′\δT ′ and put it in W1.
We again make an oracle call on CT (W1), mark nodes and place sinks when
applicable, and create W2 in a similar fashion, and so on.
This generates a sequence of subsets W0,..,Wt for some t ≥ 0, where we stop
when Wt = V . The period from creating Wi to making an oracle call on CT (Wi)
is called epoch i.
Note that t can be at most O(log n), so we claim that this makes O(log n)
amortized oracle calls. Both the time bound and the correctness need to be
established through the following observation.
Lemma 14. Given a subtree of the form T−v(u), suppose f(V−v(u)∪{v}, v) ≤ T .
Let r ≥ 0 be the smallest number such that v ∈ Wr. Then exactly one of the
following will occur:
Case 1 v was already marked during an earlier epoch i < r,
Case 2 T−v(u) contains a sink, placed in an earlier epoch j < r.
Case 3 The algorithm never makes an oracle call of the form f(V−v′(u′)∪ {v′}, v′)
where (V−v(u) ⊆ V−v′(u′) ∪ {v′} in any epoch, and f(V−v(u), v) > T
Case 4 The algorithm evaluates f(V−v(u) ∪ {v}, v) and f(V−v(u), u) in epoch r.
Before we proceed to the proof, we note that the second case rules out the
possibility that a sink placed in epoch r will affect the process of making a oracle
call on CT (Wr), so that the oracle call on CT (Wr) is well-defined.
The rationale of the third case is that the algorithm already knows implicitly
f(V−v(u), v) > T hence also knows that no sink outside V−v(u) can serve a set
that contains V−v(u). Even better, this information also propagates between
compartments; that a compartment C far from u, v ‘knows’ that no sink placed
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within itself can serve a subtree of T rooted in C that contains V−v(u), just by
observing whether some of its boundary nodes are marked, hence we can avoid
calling the oracle excessively.
Proof. We prove by induction on r. If r = 0 then the algorithm must evaluate
f(V−v(u) ∪ {v}, v).
Now assume IH to be true for r = r′ ≥ 0. Consider r = r′ + 1.
The mutual exclusion among cases 1,2 and 4 is clear, so suppose the algorithm
does not evaluate f(V−v(u) ∪ {v}, v) at epoch r′ + 1, and v was not already
marked in any earlier epoch i.e. not at the start of epoch r′+ 1, and also assume
no sink is placed in V−v(u).
Let T ′ = (V ′, E′) be the compartment C ∈ CT (Wr′+1) that contains u (as well
as v). Then there exists another node v′ on the boundary of T ′ (i.e. v′ ∈ δT ′)
such that v′ is not marked at the start of epoch r′ + 1.
Let u′ be any neighbor of v′ outside T ′.
Note that V−v′(u′) ⊆ V−v(u), so by assumption V−v′(u′) must also contain no
sink. Because v′ is also not marked, IH implies that either the algorithm evaluated
f(V−v′(u′) ∪ {v′}, v′) or it was already known in epoch r′ that f(V−v′(u′), u′) >
T . The latter case settles the proof. In the former case, we again have two
possibilities: either f(V−v′(u′)∪{v′}, v′) ≤ T or f(V−v′(u′)∪{v′}, v′) > T ; in the
latter case again we are done, so the remaining case is f(V−v′(u′) ∪ {v′}, v′) ≤ T .
Note that the choice of u′ was arbitrary; if we can find an other neighbor u′′ of
v′ that is not in T ′ so that the case f(V−v′(u′′)∪{v′}, v′) ≤ T does not occur then
we are done. Thus the actual remaining case is that f(V−v′(u′;) ∪ {v′}, v′) ≤ T
for every neighbor u′′ of v′ outside T ′. However, in this case the algorithm would
have marked v′, violating our assumptions. So IH holds for r = r′ + 1.
Cases 1-3 in the above lemma characterize the circumstances where we can
avoid calling the oracle. We can then prove the following.
Lemma 15. For any 0 ≤ i ≤ t, making an oracle call on CT (Wi) takes time
O(n+ tA(n)).
Proof. Given any epoch i, it suffices to show that for any distinct w1, w2 ∈Wi
and subtrees of the form T−w1(u1), T−w2(u1), if V−w1(u1) ∪ {w1} ⊆ V−w2(u2) ∪
{w2}. then the oracle will never evaluate both of f(V−w1(u1) ∪ {w1}, w1) and
f(V−w2(u2) ∪ {w2}, w2).
WLOG assume V−w1(u1) ∪ {w1} ⊆ V−w2(u2) ∪ {w2}, and neither of w1 and
w2 are marked.
First suppose that the algorithm evaluates f(V−w1(u1) ∪ {w1}, w1). Let τ
be a node on the path from w1 to w2, where τ ∈ Wi but τ 6= w1, w2. If no
such node exists, then in fact there is a compartment C ∈ CT (Wi) that contains
both w1 and w2, u2, in which case we do not evaluate f(V−w2(u2) ∪ {w2}, w2),
because two nodes on the boundary of C are unmarked. So assume that τ exists.
We can further assume that τ is unmarked; because otherwise either w1 or w2 is
marked, violating our assumptions. This means we can assume that any node on
the path between w1 and w2 within W is not marked. In particular, there exists
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a τ in a same compartment C as w2 that is not marked, which again forces us
not to evaluate f(V−w2(u2) ∪ {w2}, w2).
Then suppose that the algorithm evaluates f(V−w2(u2) ∪ {w2}, w2). Let C
be the compartment that contains both w2 and u2. This means that any node
except w2 on the boundary of C is marked; so if w1 is also in C our assumption
will be contradicted. Thus we can again assume that w1 is not in C. Then there
exists τ ∈Wi on the boundary of C along the path from w1 to w2 that is marked,
which implies either w1 is marked or w2 is marked, a contradiction. Thus under
our assumptions the algorithm actually never evaluates f(V−w2(u2) ∪ {w2}, w2).
This in turn implies that in each epoch, there is a set of edge-disjoint set of
subtrees G such that on each T ′ = (V ′, E′) ∈ G we only run the oracle at most
twice. Then because tA(n) = Ω(n), we see that the time spent on the oracle is
bounded above by 2
∑
(V ′,E′)∈G tA(|E′|) ≤ tA(n). The overhead is O(n) so the
final time bound is O(n+ tA(n)).
Correctness. Consider a subtree of T the form T−v(u)∪{v} where f(V−v(u), u) ≤
T but f(V−v(u) ∪ {v}, v) > T , i.e. the pair u, v satisfies PC. We also assume
non-degeneracy, that there exists no s ∈ V where f(V, s) ≤ T , so that a sink
must be placed at u but not within V−v(u). We show that the algorithm evaluates
both f(V−v(u), u) and f(V−v(u) ∪ {v}, v), which puts a sink at u.
Let r ≥ 0 be the smallest number such that v ∈ Wr, and consider epoch
r. Because f(V−v(u) ∪ {v}, v) > T , at least one node in V−v(u) is not marked,
which in turn implies u is not marked.
Now let T ′ = (V ′, E′) ∈ CT (Wr) be the compartment that contains v and u.
Pick an arbitrary w ∈ δT ′l \{u}. First of all, note that by construction v is the
tree median of a compartment in epoch r − 1 where u′ is on the boundary; so
w ∈Wr−1 and first appears in some Wl where l < r.
Let u′ be a neighbor of w that is not in T ′. Because f(V−v(u), u) ≤ T and
also due to non-degeneracy, V−w(u′) can not contain a sink in epoch l. This
implies either Case 1 or Case 4 in Lemma 14. In Case 1 w is marked; if Case
1 does not hold, for Case 4 note that the choice of u′ was arbitrary, so it must
hold for any neighbor u′ of w that is not in T ′, in which case w would still have
been marked after epoch l.
Thus we know that w is already marked in epoch r. The choice of w was
again arbitrary, thus all nodes in δT ′l \{u} are marked, and the algorithm will
indeed evaluate f(V−v(u)∪{v}, v) and find that it exceeds T ; it will also evaluate
f(V−v(u), v) and find that it is no more than T . This suffices for correctness.
C More Details for Reaching Criterion by Bi-
nary Search
Recall that we work with T = (V,E) and a set of sinks S placed at leaves of T
so that T is RC-viable. More concretely, suppose the subtree rooted at h2 is
already known to be recursively self-sufficient. If h1 is a neighbor of h2 (thus
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|Π(h1, h2)| = 2), we can simply do the same tests as the iterative algorithm due
to Lemma 9.
Now WLOG suppose |Π(h1, h2)| > 2. We assume T is rooted at h1. Let
v be the parent of h2, and suppose that we already know the subtree T−v(h2)
is recursively self-sufficient. Lemma 9 tells us that the subtree rooted at v is
recursively self sufficient if and only if there is a sink s in T−v(h2) ∩ S such that
v can evacuate to s, which requires at most k calls to the oracle to test.
In fact, this is also the same for the parent v (which is not h1). Thus for any
node v′ ∈ Π(h1, h2)\{h1, h2} we can use the same test to test for self-sufficiency:
if the tree rooted at v′ is found to be self-sufficient, then the tree rooted at any
of its descendent is recursively self-sufficient.
This with a binary search along the path, we can find the highest node v
in Π(h1, h2)\{h1} such that the subtree rooted at v is recursively self-sufficient,
making O(k log n) calls to the oracle.
To count the total number of binary searches we need, note that after
completing the binary search, either at least one sink is removed from T , or
we gain new knowledge that for a hub h, a subtree rooted at h is recursively
self-sufficient. These events can only occur at most O(k) times, so this way we
only need O(k2 log n) calls to the oracle.
We can adjust this process to achieve O(k log n) calls. To see this consider
the following.
Let u be the child of h1 in Π(h1, h2). Before applying a binary search along
the path Π(h1, h2) as above, we test whether T−h1(u) is recursively self sufficient
(rooted at u), where we only need to find a sink s ∈ T−h1(u) ∩ S such that
f(BP(u, s), s) ≤ T .
We analyze two outcomes:
1. If T−h1(u) is recursively self-sufficient, we can mark the entire tree T−h1(u).
2. If T−h1(u) is not recursively self-sufficient, we apply the binary search,
making O(|T−h1(u) ∩ S| log n) calls to the oracle to find the cut-off edge,
invoking the reaching criterion. This removes all sinks in T−h1(u) ∩ S.
In the first case, before proceeding with the rest of the algorithm, sup-
pose the algorithm tests f(BP(u, si), si) ≤ T for a sequence of sinks s1, ..., sm
from T−h1(u) ∩ S, where m ≤ |T−h1(u) ∩ S|, f(BP(u, sm), sm) ≤ T and
f(BP(u, si), si) > T for i < m.
By path monotonicity, for any node v /∈ V−h1(u), we would then know that
f(BP(v, si), si) > T for all sm, thus there is no need to evaluate f(BP(v, si), si)
for the remainder of the algorithm, for i < m. We say that sinks s1, ..., sm−1 are
rejected, at which point no more oracle calls need to be wasted on them. We
also say that u accepts the sink sm.
A sink can only be rejected once. On the other hand, a node in place of u
can only accept some sink once. In each of these two events the oracle is called
exactly once. All of these events combined can only occur O(k) times; the former
because there can be at most k sinks, the latter because there can be at most
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O(k) hubs. Thus the total number of oracle calls made for the first case in the
entire course of our algorithm is O(k).
For the latter case, we can charge at most O(k′ log n) calls each time we
remove k′ sinks from T . As there can only be k sinks to be removed in total,
this costs O(k log n) calls.
Now, the last type of oracle calls for the reaching criterion are made when
we check whether a tree rooted at a hub h is recursively self-sufficient. In the
iterative algorithm, we only check this for a hub h if at most one of its neighbors
in TH(S) is unmarked, and it is the same for this non-iterative version.
h is either the only node in TH(S) that is unmarked, or has a natural ‘parent’
in TH(S), which is its only non-marked neighbor v
′ in TH(S). Thus we need to
test if T−v′(v) is recursively self-sufficient. This is basically the same as the first
case above; we reject a sink s ∈ T−v′(v) ∩ S if BP (BP(v, s) > T , and when v
accepts a sink s we declare T−v′(v) to be recursively self-sufficient. By the same
counting argument, the number of oracle calls made for this case is also O(k).
Thus overall we only need a total of O(k log n) oracle calls to test for and
apply the reaching criterion throughout the algorithm.
D Omitted Proofs and Lemmas
E Omitted Figures
P1
P2
P3
s3
s1
s2
Figure 3: Example of FS : Partition P = {P1, P2, P3},, sinks S = {s1, s2, s3},
FS(P) = max(f(P1, s1), f(P2, s2), f(P3, s3))
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η
w
Figure 4: Hub tree. Circled with dashed lines are outstanding branches, dark
circles are sinks, and hollow circles are hubs.
u
v
V−v(u) ∪ {v}
V−v(u)
Figure 5: Peaking criterion. Note the tree has no sinks. If f(V−v(u), u) ≤ T ,
then u can serve f(V−v(u), u), so no sink has to be placed below u; on the other
hand, if f(V−v(u) ∪ {v}, v) > T , then no node outside this figure can support
f(V−v(u), u) single-handedly. This pinpoints the position of exactly one sink to
be placed at u.
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Algorithm 4 Tree climbing 2
1: T = (V,E)
2: FIFO Queue QPC
3: MarkedPC ⊆ V
4: MarkedRC :=⊆ V \MarkedPC
5: TˆRC
6: TˆPC
7: procedure RC.Climb
8: if QPC is empty then
9: if QRC is not empty then
10: Dequeue (u, v) from QRC
11: S′ := set of sinks in T−v(u)
12: for Each s ∈ S′ do
13: if f(BP(v, s), s) ≤ T then
14: Put v in MarkedRC and MarkedPC
15: if v is leaf of TˆRC then
16: v′ := parent of v in TˆRC
17: Enqueue (v, v′) to QRC
18: end if
19: Remove v from TˆRC,TˆPC
20: Break for loop
21: else . Invoke reaching criterion
22: Commit blocks for T−v(u)
23: Remove T−v(u) from T , TˆPC and TˆRC
24: if v is leaf of TˆPC then
25: v′ := parent of v in TˆPC
26: Enqueue (v, v′) to QPC
27: end if
28: end if
29: end for
30: end if
31: end if
32: end procedure
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Algorithm 5 Bounded cost algorithm
1: Given T , Tin = (V∈, E∈)
2: TˆRC := TˆPC := T := (V,E) := Tin
3: S := Sout = ∅,Pout := ∅.
4: QPC, QRC empty
5: for Each leaf u of T do
6: v :=neighbor of u in TˆPC
7: Enqueue (u, v) to QPC
8: Remove u from TˆPC , TˆRC
9: end for
10: repeat
11: while QPC is not empty do PC.Climb
12: end whileRC.Climb
13: until QRC, QPC are both empty
14: Output Sout, Pout
v
u
V−v(u)
BF(v, u) ∪ V−v(u)
Figure 6: Reaching criterion. Assume this tree is RC-viable. Dark circles are
sinks, white circles are hubs. If T−v(u) is self-sufficient, then no extra sinks have
to be put in T−v(u). If BF (v, u) ∪ V−v(u) is not self-sufficient, RC-viability
implies that we never have to assign v to any sink s in T−v(u); this is because
assigning v to a sink s downwards will force all nodes in all outstanding branches
attached to v to also be assigned to s, which is not feasible unless we place a
new sink in at least one of said outstanding branches, and this new sink may as
well be placed at v, because v can serve any outstanding branch attached to it
(due to RC-viability), reverting the need to assign v to s.
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